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About This Game

One year after the plasma nuclear annihilation on Earth, it became clear that there is no rescue in sight and most survivors gave
up the last hope. But Elon believes in the salvation of the dead planet and follows an indefinable buzz into drains. In an

abandoned underground nuclear bunker, he encounters unexpected at a huge, active power generator, which leads him to a
strange factory. There he uncovers the conspiracy of the Apocalypse - armored cyborgs and robots, that want to take revenge on

the planet Earth. Can Elon save the world with his robot friend Steel from ultimate destruction and prevent the spread of
cyborgs?

MainFeatures:

-Apocalyptic Gameplay
-Fully controlable NPC friend: Steel

-Many Weapons
-Funny Conversations

-Easter Eggs
-a very strong atmosphere

-much music
-a sad world

-very EVIL Cybrogs
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Title: Nukklerma: Robot Warfare
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
KerboGames
Publisher:
KerboGames
Release Date: 5 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7/8/10

Processor: Intel® Core i5

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 940m

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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One sentence to describe this game : It's epilepsi on sugar.
Or in one word : Pepsilepsi!. A wonderful plane simulator that boasts arcade and Realistic modes for the hardened Aerial fans
or those looking for a good time. Sadly, the multiplayer aspect is essentially dead to due to the games age but what a great play
this game has been!. I must say that I don't hate this game, no. I just couldn't enjoy it. I wholeheartedly agree that this game has
its own fanbase, but I'm not part of it. I bought this game thinking that it could at least cure a little my alienation towards most
of math-based puzzles, but...

If you like Hexcells, SquareCells, or any other Sudoku / Minesweeper / Picross-based grid positioning puzzles, and you are good
at it, you should think twice before buying this game. This type of puzzle relies heavily on simple math and operating with large
interdependent sets of numbers and it requires absolutely different logic patterns and skills in solving. In my opinion, grid-based
puzzles like Hexcells or Sudoku require logic which is connected to graph theory and algorithms while this game (which is
similar to Sum-doku / Kendoku puzzles) requires logic which is based on numbers theory. And unfortunately, these fields of
discrete mathematics are absolutely incompatible in my mind, and, it could be that in yours too.

To check whether you'll like this game or not, try to answer the following questions.

1) Recite all possible ways to represent 17 as a sum of four different numbers.
2) Recite as many ways as possible to represent 21 with three one-digit numbers using addition and multiplication.
3) Find a way to arrange four numbers and + and * signs between them so the resulting expression would be equal to 11 being
read straight and 13 being read backwards.

If you had fun trying to solve these problems, buy this game. The puzzles are not very difficult here and could be solved even
without deep logic. But that's also another reason of why I didn't like this game.... Got it on sale, good deal!. Nice to see that
kind of game around.
Nice sound environment.
Big thanks & congrats to the makers!
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Very cute, although shorter than I wished. Needs to be continued.. Not a bad game, but Poor emulation. It crashed on me three
times.. Its ok for the price just dont poke my right eye out ok?. In its current state I cant recommend as an australian player.
Take into account that the game is still in early stages while I make this review and things could change.

The game itself looks Okay, The devs have put in a lot of time designing maps and working on textures from what I saw. The
textures and overall graphics arent as high tier as some other games out there but it doesnt look bad. The gun designs are pretty
clean and overall the animations dont look too shabby. However, there are some weird zooming animations when looking down
the sight which can be distracting and are over the top in general, Imo not needed.

The sounds in the game are pretty poor in general. The Vehicles I did hear in game sounded very flat and/or overly revved. As
though they are always stuck in a low gear. The gun sounds are very generic and I found it hard to tell the guns apart at times. As
for bullet direction and distance measuring... Not even sure they put the time in to test it.

The gameplay was reasonably good, but as an australian player I found it hard to find a good game. Not too many servers or
players online. The game modes are pretty cool and if in a full game on a good connection some fun could be had. Not the case
for me however.

I didnt find any major glitches besides bullet clipping into close surfaces which happens on most fps'. The matchmaking was
pretty quick and there were alot of level choices between games which is always cool.

Overall, I would suggest downloading the free version to give it a go or waiting until the full version releases and the issues get
ironed out.

I rate it 5.5/10 based on my exp in the few games that I played. Overall I found the game underwhelming and just a tad generic.
Its too unpolished at this point and the Devs really need to spend some hours fixing overall gameplay and in game sounds as this
is what most players enjoy about an FPS. Has potential though and theyve done a decent job so far.

. The game promised to have tons of upgrades within 6 months but it hasn't updated for quite some time. It's extremely generic,
has no variation in enemies, and rather boring. On the bright side, I bought it for only 19 cents. It's not like it could get worse.

Also, don't try reporting bugs to the developer. Their forums are just full of malware and fake accounts.

EDIT (10\/6\/2016): Alright, over a year later and still no update. 19 cents is still too much.. I wanted to like this game but it is
terrible. A polished turd.

An otherwise solid game set back by a completely broken game mechanic. It's a nice idea but just doesn't work. This should
have been canned when the first playable prototype was made. I can only imagine that the team didn't realise this until there was
too much invested in it.. Yes, great little addition, keep the new DLC coming!. Pros:

* Fun interactions
* Got potential
* Cheap

Cons:

* Short
* Cheap Graphics
* Some Annoying Movement (Example walking up the stairs)
* Again, Short.

Overall very cheap, and i found it worth playing for the cost of the game !:) Wish it was longer, because the interaction with
MOMO giving tasks over the phone is something very few developser do! Hope to see more like this.

Feel free to watch my full playthrough of the game here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCDpz0wt7LI&t=308s. VODKA
VODKA, BALALAIKA!
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